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On the Design of Selective Coefficient DCT Module
Chung-Yen Lu and Kuei-Ann Wen

Abstract—In this transactions letter, an innovative selective
coefficient discrete cosine transform (SCDCT) architecture is pro-
posed which is designed for selective coefficient computation and
straightforward row–column computation. Having these features,
the selective coefficient DCT core will fit for various area/speed
requirements. It can save the transposition delay to simplify
the computation flow of two-dimensional (2-D) DCT and, in
view of circuit implementation, SCDCT is multiply-free and thus
area/speed efficient.

Index Terms—DCT, selective coefficient, 2-D DCT.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE discrete cosine transform (DCT) defined by Ahmed
et al. [1] in 1974 has recently found a number of

applications in the area of digital image processing [2]–[4].
Fast algorithms for the DCT are, therefore, of significant
practical interest. For the fast computation of two-dimensional
(2-D) DCT, there are two categories: row-column method
form one-dimensional (1-D) DCT [5]–[9] and direct 2-D DCT
[10]–[12]. However, for fully pipelined implementation of
the row–column method, a complicated matrix transposition
architecture as well as two 1-D DCT modules are required.
On the other hand, large area and bandwidth are also required
for the implementation of direct 2-D DCT.

We proposed a 1-D DCT module, called selective coeffi-
cient DCT (SCDCT), which is multiply-free, and it provides
different bandwidth requirements with a buffer engine, in
addition, it can avoid heterogeneous problems in video/image
compression.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the data flow for the transmitted
video is inherently in the form of sequential data. No matter
row–column method or direct 2-D DCT will generate 8 or
64 elements/cycle, which are far more than the bandwidth of
quantization process.

To overcome this, we specified the design features to
be: 1) sequential output; 2) straight forward row–column
computation; and 3) selective coefficient computation. These
three features avoid the transposed memory delay and straight
match the throughput of the whole system. Being a building
block of 2-D DCT, the SCDCT module provides the flexibility
of the assembling and thus supply for the various area/speed
tradeoffs.
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Fig. 1. Typical DCT coding system.

II. SELECTIVE COEFFICIENT DCT MODULE

The 1-D DCT of a real data sequence
is defined by

for (1)

where and , . We take 8 8
as the standard size of a processing block. For the matrix form
of (1), we defined constant matrix and data matrix ( ) as

(2)

where , ,
, for and

(3)

where

where

where

where .
The matrix form of 1-D eight-point DCT will be expressed

as

(4)

for where is selection matrix

(5)
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of selective coefficient DCT module.

and permutation matrices , as illustrated in
the following:

From (4), the 1-D DCT computation could be decomposed
into three steps.

1) Compute the data vector .
2) Rearrange , , , and by mapping .
3) Sum up the products by . The corresponding cosine

factor set is chosen from by selection matrix . Since
the cosine factors are constant, the product could be im-
plemented by shifting and adding operations. Therefore,
we could obtain a multiplier-free DCT module.

The block diagram of SCDCT module is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The input of the SCDCT module is a 1-D frame with
eight elements, as denoted . The output
is one of the 1-D DCT coefficients, .

III. M ULTIPLY-FREE IMPLEMENTATION OF SCDCT

The main functions of SCDCT are: 1) addition/subtraction
operation; 2) arrangement process; and 3) sum of product of
data vector with cosine factor set.

TABLE I
BOOTH’S REPRESENTATION OFCOSINE FACTORS

TABLE II
COMPARISONS OFCIRCUIT COMPLEXITY IN REAL-TIME

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF EIGHT-POINT DCT

The idea of multiply-free implementation of SCDCT is to
take advantage of the fact that cosine factors are fixed so
that multiplication of the factors are then shifted and added
to produce output.

We define four sets of finite selection coefficients multipliers
(FSCM’s) for the right-most block as shown in Fig. 2

The booth’s representation of the cosine factors are listed in
Table I.

Therefore, the cosine factors control the addition or subtrac-
tion of the shifting data. Namely, if theth bit of cosine factor
is 1, then data are added, if it is , subtraction of the
data will be processed, otherwise ignoring it. The block
diagrams of the four FSCM’s are shown in Fig. 3. The fully
pipelined architectures of FSCM’s consist of shifters, adders,
and some simple logic gates.

The hardware implementation of FSCM is based on shifting
and adding structure. Therefore, the circuit complexity is much
less than many fast DCT algorithms. Table II compares the
circuit complexity of SCDCT with fast 1-D DCT algorithms.
The input bandwidth of SCDCT is determined with a buffer
engine as illustrated in the Appendix.

IV. CONCLUSION

The SCDCT module is based on the property of arbitrary
selective coefficient computation. It has three attributes: 1)
sequential input/output could smooth the data flow and reduce
the memory bandwidth requirement; 2) zero transpose memory
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Fig. 3. The structures of FSCM’s: (a) FSCM-1, (b) FSCM-2, (c) FSCM-3, and (d) FSCM-4.

Fig. 4. Implementation of 2-D DCT by two SCDCT modules.

delay could straight forward the row-column computation
flow; and 3) the flexibility of area/throughput tradeoff. In
the architecture of the SCDCT module, with FSCM being
proposed, the multiplier-free structure makes it area effi-
cient.

APPENDIX

APPLICATIONS OF SCDCT

The SCDCT module is able to compute an arbitrary 1-D
DCT coefficient. This property allows the SCDCT mod-
ule to be adopted for various requirements, such as delay-

free for 2-D DCT by row–column method, DCT truncation
coding, adaptable area–time tradeoff and bandwidth require-
ment.

A. Implementation of Delay-Free Transposition 2-D DCT

The row data vectors ,
, are sequentially fed into the first SCDCT to get

intermediate 1-D DCT coefficients. The column vectors of
the intermediate DCT coefficients ,

, are sequentially fed into the second SCDCT
to get 2-D DCT coefficients. The whole block diagram of
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Fig. 5. The reduction of the bandwidth requirement.

Fig. 6. The output bandwidth of 2-D DCT is two elements/cycle.

the 2-D DCT is illustrated in Fig. 4, the straight computation
of column 1-D DCT coefficients save the large transposition
buffer and transposition delay.

B. Reduction of Bandwidth Requirement with Buffer Engine

Many fast 2-D DCT’s need eight elements per cycle for
input/output. To match that, excessive I/O should be used.
Using SCDCT combined with SIPO/PIPO as shown in Fig. 5,
it is clear that the data flow is single-in single-out even for
the 2-D DCT.

C. Modulization for Area–Time Tradeoff

Higher throughput of a 2-D DCT could be achieved with
more SCDCT modules. Due to the property of free selective
coefficient computation, different numbers of SCDCT modules
can be used for various bandwidth requirements of 2-D DCT.
Therefore, the different tradeoff between area and throughput
can be easily fulfilled. As illustrated in Fig. 6, four SCDCT
modules can double the output throughput.

Fig. 7. Specific DCT application: Partial DCT.

D. DCT Truncation Coding

For DCT truncation coding, which forces the high frequency
DCT coefficients to be zero, only a lower frequency DCT
subblock is required. With SCDCT, a special DCT architecture
could be designed to calculate any 44 subblock of the 2-D
DCT as illustrated in Fig. 7.
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